Abstract While particle tracking techniques are often used in risk frameworks, the number of particles needed to properly derive risk metrics such as average concentration for a given exposure duration is often unknown. If too few particles are used, error may propagate into the risk estimate. In this work, we provide a less error-prone methodology for the direct reconstruction of exposure duration averaged concentration versus time breakthrough curves from particle arrival times at a compliance surface. The approach is based on obtaining a suboptimal kernel density estimator that is applied to the sampled particle arrival times. The corresponding estimates of risk metrics obtained with this method largely outperform those by means of traditional methods (reconstruction of the breakthrough curve followed by the integration of concentration in time over the exposure duration). This is particularly true when the number of particles used in the numerical simulation is small (<10 5 ), and for small exposure times. Percent error in the peak of averaged breakthrough curves is approximately zero for all scenarios and all methods tested when the number of particles is !10
Introduction
The process of computing both environmental and human health risk begins with an examination of the environmental concentration statistics, all of which are typically derived from breakthrough curves (BTCs). Of specific importance is the temporally averaged concentration over the exposure duration, ED [T] , which is considered the true amount of exposure posing some adverse effect. The U.S. EPA Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund [U.S. EPA, 1989 EPA, , 2001 recommends that the exposure concentration, C, to be used in risk assessment calculations be defined as ''the arithmetic average of the concentration that is contacted over the exposure period. '' In hydrogeology, work has been made to link risk with environmental processes through a number of physical parameters which would affect the concentration BTC signal in the modeling process. For example, Andričević and Cvetković [1996] showed that geologic heterogeneity and uncertainty in the sorption estimate are important factors in determining risk. Maxwell et al. [1998] showed that risk decreased as subsurface heterogeneity increased. Enzenhoefer et al. [2012] explained how the time between peak and bulk solute breakthrough, important in risk analysis, increase in the presence of fractured media, or as aquifer heterogeneity increases. Siirila and Maxwell [2012b] showed that the statistical anisotropy of the aquifer and the inclusion of small-scale processes such as kinetic sorption and local dispersion in contaminant transport modeling could potentially raise risk over the remediation action level. de Barros and Fiori [2014] found similar results regarding the importance of statistical anisotropy and transverse dispersion in determining the uncertainty of environmental concentration distributions. These works suggest that hydrogeologic parameters and processes are important in accurately assessing risk. But, despite this body of literature, it should be pointed out that the emphasis in many papers is in either the peak concentration or the shape of the tail in the BTC. Rather, the U.S. EPA and other agencies propose evaluating risk from some representative Advancements in the use of kernels in reconstruction processes include obtaining optimal kernel support estimates that can lead to improved methods for reconstruction. Optimal KDE methods have been recently proposed in the PT literature to overcome oversmoothing and statistical artificial fluctuations in the BTC [Fern andez-Garcia and Sanchez-Vila, 2011; Pedretti and Fern andez-Garcia, 2013; Siirila-Woodburn et al., 2015] . Optimal KDE methods allow reconstructing an unbiased estimator of the BTC, further providing a measure of the estimation error that adapts to the number of particles used in the simulation and the smoothness of the solution. Additionally, KDE methods show promise in diminishing tradeoffs traditionally thought to be necessary between simulation time and accuracy.
In this work, we focus on the benefits of using optimal KDEs to reconstruct the curves for both concentration and average concentration as a function of time. Such benefits are assessed by comparing the reconstructed curves with and without the use of an optimal KDE. Different hydraulic conductivity fields are simulated as a way of obtaining a range of typical BTC shapes of ranging complexity, and are then used as proxies of representative curves. Average concentration versus time curves for a given exposure duration (ED) are then derived. In both KDE and non-KDE cases, the curves are reconstructed as a function of the number of particles used. This comparison is used to assess how the number of particles can be reduced with the inclusion of optimal kernel estimators.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the main concepts used in the paper including curve reconstruction using kernels and the average daily dose. In section 3, we develop a direct methodology to compute the average concentration BTCs directly from the distribution of a finite number of particle arrival times, and as a function of exposure duration, without the need to reconstruct the full BTC. For this purpose, a (suboptimal) KDE being a function of exposure duration is derived directly from the optimal KDE Water Resources Research 10.1002/2014WR016394 that would be obtained for BTC reconstruction. Section 4 outlines the methods and metrics used to assess the performance of the proposed approach. Finally, in section 5, we compare concentration and average concentration curve reconstructions utilizing traditional and new methods described here. The relative error of each method is quantified with the use of a high-resolution (in terms of number of particles) simulation. The implications of BTC characterization and reconstruction are discussed throughout the paper in the context of risk analysis and risk management.
Kernel Density Estimators and Application to Risk Assessment Metrics
The reconstruction of BTCs from a finite number of particles entails assigning to each individual particle a mass and a corresponding arrival time at a compliance surface. Since particle tracking methods involve the use of a finite number of particles, the compilation of arrival times can be seen as a subset obtained from random sampling of the actual distribution of arrival values. Thus, arrival times can be treated as a sample subset drawn from the full probability density function, allowing for the use of statistical reconstruction techniques. Once the arrival times are known, two main types of approaches for BTC reconstruction can be used, as described below.
Traditional Reconstruction of Concentration BTCs
The traditional reconstruction method consists of selecting a number of bins in time. Bins must be selected as a partition (i.e., not overlapping and without gaps) of the time domain. Particles are then univoquely classified into a bin. At a given time, the mass of solute reaching the compliance surface is then computed by adding the number of particles (actually adding their corresponding mass) associated with a given bin. Concentrations are derived from the knowledge of particle mass and flow rate. This method converges to the real solution for a bin size tending to zero, thus the need to use a very large number of particles, especially when the receding limb of the BTC is of interest. To avoid confusion, any reference to a ''traditional'' particle tracking method in this manuscript refers to this process. The acronym ''PT'' for particle tracking opposed to ''KDE'' for kernel density estimator will differentiate this method and the following one.
Kernel Density Estimator (KDE) Reconstruction of Concentration BTCs
In this approach, the key idea is that the arrival time of each particle is a realization from a statistical distribution, indicating that the particles used in the numerical simulation are just a subsample from a large population of all the possible particles that could have been selected a priori. The kernel function K [T 21 ] is a symmetric probability distribution function that accounts for the uncertainty associated with such subsampling. Denoting the arrival time of particle i as t i , a Gaussian distribution centered at t i is typically used for this purpose (a non-Gaussian kernel would be equally valid and are the subject of future analysis)
The parameter h is the standard deviation of the kernel function and controls the degree of uncertainty, and thus should be a value that relates to np. The integral of K over all time is by definition one. Given a random sample of travel times {t 1 ,. . ., t np } obtained from a numerical particle tracking simulation, the concentration BTC can be reconstructed from the superposition of the particle locations
where C(t) is the flux-averaged concentration at time t, Q is the total flow rate at the control location, and m i is the mass of the ith particle. For ease in notation, we refer to the duration t 2 t i as u below. The same formulation applies to resident concentrations by slightly changing the meaning of Q to incorporate porosity.
In (2), the parameter h of the KDE controls the degree of smoothing. Small h values produce noisy estimates and large h values produce biasedness and oversmoothing of the breakthrough curve [see, e.g., Pedretti and Fern andez-Garcia, 2013] . The optimal h balances these two effects by minimizing fluctuations and bias
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in the estimates. An asymptotic optimal estimate of h, obtained in the limit when np tends to infinity while the product np Á h tends to zero, can be determined by [Silverman, 1986; Hardle, 1990] 
where K 1 (u) 5 K(u;1) is the unitary elemental kernel function (meaning that h is set to unity), R(K) is the integral of K 2 over u, r(K 1 ) is the second moment of K 1 (u), and S(a) is the kernel-based estimate of the second derivative of the normalized breakthrough curve (see, e.g., Engel et al. [1994] or Fern andez-Garcia and Sanchez-Vila [2011] , for details on the calculation of S(a) and the optimal h). Although this method offers a valid approach to estimate early-time behavior and peak of BTCs, it produces significant fluctuations at the tails, where fewer particles exist. In this context, Pedretti and Fern andez-Garcia [2013] proposed a locally adaptive method named UAB to improve tail estimation while maintaining the accuracy in both early-time and peak concentrations. The choice of the operational ED depends also on the given exposed population in the community. When children are known to be at special risk and considered as a different population cohort, it may be more appropriate to use an ED between 1 and 6 years [e.g., U.S. EPA, 2008] . While a smaller ED more accurately characterizes high-frequency concentration fluctuations [e.g., Maxwell et al., 2008; Maxwell and Kastenberg, 1999; Siirila and Maxwell, 2012a] , smaller ED values typically also result in larger hCi values. However, it is important to note that the mechanism for calculating exposure may balance the effect of the larger hCi with a smaller ED. As shown in equation (4), the ADD linearly decreases as the ED decreases, somehow balancing the effect of the larger associated hCi values, with the net effect of diminishing the overall sensitivity of the ED to the ADD. The sensitivity of the ED on the shape of the BTC for the different methods is also explored in this paper.
Evaluating hCi From a Lagrangian Prospective
In this section, we present a methodology for the evaluation of hCi over an ED and as a function of time, directly derived from the distribution of arrival times recorded from tracked particles at a compliance surface (in general, a plane perpendicular to the main flow direction or at a monitoring or pumping well). The methodology will be tested in further sections.
For the evolution of the concentration arriving at a compliance surface (expressed as C(t), the definition of a BTC), the temporally averaged BTC for a fixed ED is given by
Once an actual C(t) curve is available, hCðt; EDÞi can be easily reconstructed from equation (5). Nevertheless, in a particle tracking framework, the average concentration versus time curve is not directly available, but The limitation of this method arises from the ability to properly reconstruct the initial BTC in the first step.
As stated before, a direct reconstruction could imply the need for a large np value. Moreover, available KDE methods do not ensure a stable propagation of the residual statistical fluctuations associated with the calculation of concentrations in subsequent risk metric estimations. Here we propose an alternative method based on the KDE approach that overcomes this problem by providing a direct estimation of the averaged breakthrough curve (integral of concentrations over the ED) without the calculation of the initial BTC. Essentially, the proposed KDE approach expresses that in order to estimate the integral over a curve there is no need to know the entire curve in detail. A direct kernel density estimator of the arithmetic average of the concentration over the exposure duration can be written as
while in general the new KDE appearing in equation (6), K t; h; ED ð Þ , could be assumed, it can be related to that used for BTC reconstruction and provided in equation (2). Starting with equation (5) and using the function for C as given in equation (2) we obtain
By direct identification between equations (6) and (7)
If the local kernel is Gaussian, and given by equation (1), the final expression for the kernel is obtained as a combination of error functions
This kernel is still a probability density function that integrates to one. Finally the expression for the average concentration at the compliance surface for a given exposure duration can be directly estimated from particle data with the following formula, where we have considered as a simplified case that all particles share the same mass, so that
By including total mass instead of the individual mass of each particle in equation (10), we explicitly remark that the expression is np dependent. In a general case where the mass of particles is not constant, the mass of each particle would be included in the sum in equation (10), and np would not be explicitly present. The suffix ANA is kept for future comparisons and indicates that the kernel was analytically derived. Slight variations of equation (10) would be obtained if the limits of the integral in equation (5) were chosen so as the ED was not centered at a given time t 0 t 2 t 0 2
, but rather defined forward t 2 ½t 0 ; t 0 1ED f g , or backward t 2 ½t 0 2ED; t 0 f g . While the actual results presented later would differ, the discussion and conclusions of the relevance of ED would hold.
The new kernel expression (equation (9)) is shown in Figure 1 as a function of normalized exposure duration (F 5 ED/h). For the purpose of comparison, the same figure shows the non-ED averaged kernel (equation (1), black line). For small F values, the average kernel from equation (9), K u; h; ED ð Þ , is very similar to Gaussian, and in the limit (F ! 0) it would converge to equation (1). On the other hand, a large F value
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would imply a flattening of the curve, thus extending the impact of the kernel to a longer duration in time, and reducing the value of the peak. When F ! 1, the kernel function K u; h; ED ð Þapproaches a box model with support equal to the ED. In such a case, the method is independent of h and equation (10) simply expresses a particle count per ED interval.
In general, when F is not a large number, the definition of a new estimator should involve the selection of a new optimal h value. In this case, the asymptotic solution is not known but we will demonstrate through numerical simulations that equation (3) still provides a good suboptimal solution for health risk analysis. Nevertheless some preliminary analysis on the value of h can be performed. We start by considering that the BTC displays a Gaussian-like shape with a standard deviation r. In this case, equation (3) simplifies to
The time interval with nonnegligible values of concentrations (T) in the BTC can be estimated, for instance, as T 5 6.58r, which accounts for 99.9% of mass. Defining a constant dimensionless value a 5 T/ED yields a standard deviation equivalent to r 5 a3ED/6.58, where equation (11a) becomes
Then, the optimal ratio of ED to h opt (equation (11b)) is defined by:
In human health risk analysis, the U.S. EPA [1989] recommends assuming that receptors are exposed to the long-term average water concentrations following a contamination period of at least 30 years. This typically leads to long BTCs with values of a ranging between 5 and 1500 (depending on the choice of ED) and to small values of the dimensionless ratio F (F < 1). From this, we conclude that, in practical situations, F is relatively small and therefore h opt can be directly estimated through equation (3).
4. Numerical Setup, Observables, and Performance Calculations
PT Simulations
To assess the performance of the proposed approach, the Lagrangian particle tracking model, SLIM-FAST [Maxwell, 2010] , was used to simulate nonreactive solute transport for four different BTCs of varying solute behavior (see section 4.2). SLIM-FAST uses the traditional particle tracking (PT) method to reconstruct BTCs ], equivalent to a total mass of 300 [M] , is used in each simulation regardless of np. Thus, greater histogram resolution of particle mass results for high np and low histogram resolution of particle mass results for low np. The particle tracking seed will pose more sensitivity on the results as np decrease due to the random nature of the method. Because our purpose is to illustrate the differences between PT and KDE methods for a single simulation, the seed is not altered in our simulations. Multiple simulations of differing seeds to quantify the uncertainty in the random walk of the particle tracking simulation may be an interesting topic of future studies.
For each value of np used (10 2 210 6 ), the raw PT BTC is compared with a reconstructed KDE BTC. Several metrics are used for this quantitative comparison as discussed in sections 4.3 and 4.4. The KDE approach used here incorporated a universal adaptive bandwidth (UAB) method as developed by Pedretti and Fern andez-Garcia [2013] . UAB is automatic, and locally adaptive, playing on the strengths of the established global and adaptive bandwidth methods especially to reconstruct heavy-tailed BTCs. Following the discussion in Pedretti and Fern andez-Garcia [2013] , the singular dimensionless input parameter which controls sensitivity, a 2 ½0; 1, is fixed to 0.5. Further information on the role of a can be found in Pedretti and Fern andez-Garcia [2013] .
Representative BTCs
The aforementioned four representative BTCs were chosen to span an array of realistic and typical BTCs that may result in natural settings so that they can be considered somewhat representative of BTC shapes. Here we focus on the effect of characterizing these curves, not on the processes that created them. As such, a description of the parameterization of these curves is listed in Appendix A, but is not discussed in further detail. Figure 2 shows the four representative BTC cases (I-IV) as a function of np. Representative BTC I (Figure 2a ) is nearly Gaussian, showing somewhat ideal Fickian conditions. Representative BTCs II-IV (Figures 2d, 2g , and 2j) show some degree of anomalous behavior, displaying a number of local peaks of different duration in time [Siirila-Woodburn et al., 2015] . BTC IV (Figure 2j ) resembles a power-law like curve. Although these curves were generated for subsurface solute transport, we should note that this comparison is applicable in many fields where particle tracking methods are used, such as biological processes, aerodynamics, and medical applications, to name a few.
4.3. Reconstruction of Unaveraged BTCs, C Versus t, and Associated Error PT and reconstructed KDE BTCs simulated with np 5 10 2 210 6 are compared for accuracy with reference to a high resolution PT simulation of the same flow field, simulated with np 5 10 8 (referred to as PT 100M hereafter). The PT 100M BTC is considered the ''true'' transport solution, or as closely to the true solution which is numerically feasible at this time, although we acknowledge the true solution will only be achieved with an infinite number of particles. Following the approach described in Siirila-Woodburn et al. [2015] , the estimated 95% confidence interval of the PT 100M BTC was found to be smaller than about 10 28 for all times. To quantify how much the PT and KDE BTCs differ from the high resolution result, an integrated root-meansquare error (IRMSE) metric is calculated given the solute concentration measures {C(t 1 ),. . .,C(t n )}
where i is the reconstruction scenario (either PT or KDE) and where n is the number of mass breakthrough times used in the reconstruction of the curve, and the superscript in C indicates the number of particles used in the reconstruction of the curve. Equation (13) is a global metric of BTC error of the entire BTC without any temporal exposure duration averaging, illustrating the closeness of fit between the PT and KDE BTCs with the high resolution PT 100M BTC.
Calculation of Averaged BTCs, hCi Versus t
In addition to the estimation of average concentrations based on the proposed KDE method, a temporally centered, arithmetic moving average is also used to calculate the exposure concentration as a function of time:
where the subscript PT denotes that a traditional BTC reconstruction method is employed to estimate concentrations and where the sum extends to all t values that are comprised between ½t 0 2
. Equation (14) is calculated for np 5 10 2 210 6 and for three different ED values, corresponding to 1, 10, and 70 (y) for each scenario. We note here that although risk is not explicitly calculated in this paper, the magnitude of hCi is. As shown in equation (4) The reconstructed curve based on KDE, hC np ANA ðtÞi, is also reported for the different scenarios, exposure duration, and number of particles. The curves are obtained from equation (10) using the optimal h value estimated during the reconstruction of BTCs, equation (3). Because hC np ANA ðtÞi results in a continuous solution, some points in the hC np ANA ðtÞi BTC are affected by more original PT data than others. Particularly, when the magnitude of hCi is low, points affected by less than 10 particles can be removed from the averaged-BTC (i.e., when hCi 10=ðnp3EDÞ) to improve simulation results.
hCi Comparison Metrics
Similar to the IRMSE np i metric for unaveraged BTCs (equation (13)), the global difference between hCi-averaged BTCs and the hCi-averaged PT 100M curve can be calculated as Water Resources Research
IRMSE np i <C> is thus a global metric of the error of the entire BTC with exposure duration averaging, illustrating the closeness of fit between the PT and KDE BTCs with the high resolution PT 100M BTC.
There is also interest in assessing the impact of np and the KDE on the distribution of hCi for a given curve, as it directly influences the ADD. For a given percentile of hCi, sensitivity in BTC reconstruction with variable np and with the use of the optimal KDE is assessed by calculating a percent error, PE (%):
where p (-) is the percentile of the hCi cumulative distribution function. Results are shown for the 100th percentile (i.e., maximum) of hCi as this value is often used in the calculation of risk as a conservative estimate [U.S. EPA, 1989 EPA, , 2001 ].
Results and Discussion
5.1. Analysis of Unaveraged BTCs, C Versus t As shown in Figure 2 , PT BTCs (first column) show a large bias over several orders of magnitude when np is low (note the log y axis in Figure 2 ). This bias is due to the discontinuous nature of the histogram reconstruction in particle tracking methods, which yield inaccurate results when the resolution of mass is too coarse. Recall that total mass in the system is constant regardless of np in these simulations; thus when np is varied over 4 orders of magnitude, so is the resolution of the particle tracking breakthrough curve. To explain further, one can relate the resolution of a particle to a bin size of a histogram. Figure  3a shows that for a total mass, MT, of 300 [M], the mass of each individual particle or ''bin'' of the histogram is equivalent to MT/ np. As the number of bins or particles increases, the resolution of BTC also increases. The first important point here is that regardless of np in these numerical experiments, MT is constant and conserved (as denoted by a constant area under each curve in Figure 3a) . Second, as np increases, the accuracy of transport behavior is improved because parcels of mass are effectively split to resolve more locations and ultimately breakthrough times.
An alternative thought experiment is to consider the number of particles that could cross the plane at a given time. This number ranges from zero particles (i.e., zero mass) to np particles (i.e., all particles cross at the same time). Figure 3b shows the number of particles crossing a plane and the corresponding mass breakthrough as a function of np. Another way to think about the concept of the x axis in this graph, (np per BTC time step) is as the resolution of the breakthrough curve; if this number is very low, the histogram of the particle tracking breakthrough curve is coarse, and transport may not be accurately resolved. Figure 3c shows the frequency of the histogram resolution for representative BTC I as an illustrative example. Here it is evident that if np is too low, the histogram resolution of the particle tracking mass is very coarse, resulting in a large bias in the BTC results (Figure 2 , first column). In this example, np 5 10 2 results in only two particle resolutions; similarly np 5 10 3 results in only three particle resolutions. A true histogram shape begins to evolve as np increases past 10 4 , with the np 5 10 6 curve displaying a variance of 196 different histogram bins or particle resolutions in the curve. An inset of this histogram range from 0 to 196 particles in the BTC per time step is shown in Figure 3d to exemplify the differences in mass breakthrough for the different np scenarios. The peak mass in the PT BTC I, PT np pk [M] , is equivalent to the maximum number of crossed particles at any given time step, and is marked with a black star on each curve. The corresponding percent error of the peak with the high-resolution curve is equivalent to (PT 2 simulations translates to up to 1200% error whereas the np 5 10 6 simulations translate to only 19% error. This exemplifies how underestimation of the particle tracking histogram resolution, while still conserving total mass may grossly overestimate a transport solution. It also shows how a sufficient number of particles may accurately capture the overall transport behavior and how increasing np results in a nonlinear error reduction.
KDE reconstructed BTCs (equation (2)) are shown in Figure 2 (middle column). For even low np, KDE BTCs collapse into the same C versus t space when compared to the PT counterpart (Figure 2 , left column), which vary over a wide C parameter space. Furthermore, the KDE BTCs show excellent visual agreement with the PT 100M BTC (Figure 2 , right column), even for more complex shaped BTCs such as representative BTCs III and IV. These results are consistent with past findings showing the strength of optimal KDEs for BTC reconstruction [Pedretti and Fern andez-Garcia, 2013] . Remarkably, for low np values, the use of the optimal KDE reduces the large bias in C shown in the PT approach, sometimes by as much as 2 orders of magnitude in C. That is, the smaller the np value, the better the improvement obtained using KDE. Note here that to aide in the best visual comparison of the two methods, points in the KDE breakthrough curve are plotted only at times where PT breakthrough data were obtained. As mentioned earlier, technically the KDE yields a continuous BTC, so that mass may be distributed in breakthrough times that do not correspond to the times the raw PT breakthrough data passed the plane. Specifically, KDE mass may be distributed to times neighboring the raw PT breakthrough data following the Gaussian kernel centered at each PT data point within a span of h. Thus, only a subset of the mass distribution is visually apparent in KDE BTCs (Figure 2 , middle column). Integration of the continuous KDE BTCs is nonetheless equivalent to the integration of the other PT graphs in Figure 2 . . This suggests that if unaveraged BTCs were to be used in any type of analysis, a substantial reduction in C versus t bias would be achieved in using the KDE. Alternatively, several orders of magnitude less np are required to obtain the same error in global BTC shape. This is true for all representative BTCs analyzed here.
Analysis of Averaged BTCs, hCi Versus t
Following the methodology in sections 2 and 3, averaging of representative BTCs (Figure 2 ) is conducted. Two methods are used, direct reconstruction from equation (14) and reconstruction using the analytical kernel, equation (10), with optimal support, equation (3). Figures 5 and 6 show hCi-averaged BTCs for the endmember EDs, ED 5 1 (y) and ED 5 70 (y), respectively. Averaged BTCs for ED 5 10 (y) are not shown here for brevity. Representative BTCs I-IV are shown as rows, different i are shown in the first two columns (PT, ANA), and the last column shows the PT 100M averaged BTC. A few general trends are evident. First, while both i are visually similar to the shape of the PT 100M BTC (and this similarity increases as np increases), each poses a different characteristic shape after the averaging process. The PT averaged-BTCs are most discretized and noisy, especially in the tail of the BTC (e.g., Figure 5j ).
Visually, a much better fit of the PT 100M averaged-BTCs is obtained with the ANA method ( Figures 5 and 6 , second column). This is especially true for smaller EDs, such as ED 5 1 (y), Figure 5 . With ANA averaged- 
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BTCs, the peak of the curve is visually reproduced much better than the PT averaged-BTC as the curve does not spuriously oscillate as much. Furthermore, the ANA solution also visually reproduces local peaks in the BTC at the correct magnitude and breakthrough times. For example, an obvious triple local peak exists in the PT 100M averaged representative BTC II; even with only np 5 10 2 the ANA averaging solution visually reproduces these peaks ( Figure 5e ). As shown in Figure 6 , the importance of these local peaks diminishes as the ED increases. The trends visually evident from examination of the averaged-BTCs are quantified below. PT <C> (black lines) for representative BTCs I-IV (rows) and for ED 5 1, 10, and 70 (y) (columns). Note that the y axis scale decreases as ED increases. For small ED (left column) and for simple BTC shapes (rows 1 and 2), IRMSE np ANA <C> is lower than IRMSE np PT <C> , meaning that there is a benefit in the use of the new optimal kernel formulation, equation (10), especially for low np. The point varies at which np is sufficiently large so that the reconstruction method does not impact results. For most representative BTCs, and for most EDs, a benefit exists in using the ANA solution when np 10 4 . Only in a few cases are different np threshold values found; for example, in BTC IV, ED 5 10 (y) (Figure 7k ) the benefit of using the ANA approach is only clear for np 10 2 . An exception exist for BTC III at large EDs (Figure 7j) , where the ANA method underperforms the PT one at np 5 10 2 . In any case, we point out that at these large ED values the IRMSE np i <C> is very small in comparison to that of smaller EDs, thus making these differences relatively insignificant. 5 , the percent errors vary between the two scenarios, and in general vary more drastically when the ED is small (e.g., Figure 8 , left column; note that the y axis decreases as the ED increases). For these scenarios (np < 10 5 and ED < 10 y), the ANA solution provides a much better fit as compared to the PT 100M peak C, considered as the true solution. The ANA solutions of representative BTCs I and IV yield an almost identical match with the PT 100M peak C, even for low np, where remarkably PE np ANA <C> 100 ð Þ is nearly zero (Figures 8a and 8j) . The ANA solution to BTC II also provides a relatively good fit with a low PE even at low np where again the ANA error is much smaller than the PT Solution, which in this case is substantially large, at approximately 90% (Figure 8d) . Interestingly, the PT solution always overpredicts the peak C, whereas the ANA solution always underpredicts the peak C, albeit with a lower magnitude of error than the PT solution. The reason is that the use of kernels greatly reduces any bias in individual breakthrough points. Thus, while the PT solution tends to overpredict PT 100M peak C due to the noisy (discretized) nature of the original PT BTC, the ANA solution tends to slightly underpredict due to the smoothness imposed by the method.
Lastly, for the scenarios where percent errors between the PT and ANA scenarios differ (np < 10 5 and ED 1 and 10 y), the ANA solution results in less error than the PT solution. An exception exists for representative BTC III (all EDs) and very slightly for BTC II (only ED 5 10 y), as discussed below. The exception to this trend is examined in Figure 9 for representative BTC III. Shown here is a close inspection of the averaged BTC III during the peak, and for only the first 40 years. PT, ANA, and PT 100M scenarios are compared (see key in c) for np 5 10 2 210 5 (rows) and for ED 5 1, 10, and 70 (y) (columns). From this close inspection, the Furthermore, it is visually apparent why the ANA solution is underperforming in terms of matching the peak concentration with this type of curve reconstruction. As shown more evidently when np is low and for small ED (Figure 9a ), when multiple oscillations in the concentration are present during a short time frame (note that concentration is in log-space in Figure 9 ), the ANA solution, which recall is based on the arrival times from the PT solution, reproduces a curve somewhere in between the two extremes of the highly discretized and noisy BTC from the PT solution. Once more particles are simulated, this effect is lessened, where the ANA solution reproduces a curve much more similar to that of the PT 100M curve. Nevertheless, there is still an underprediction of the peak due to the effect of adjacent peaks in the BTC. Thus, while the ANA solution provides an excellent fit to the PT 100M curve for most scenarios, caution must be taken in this approach when large oscillations in the BTC are temporally adjacent. Figure 10 shows the solution to the dimensionless ratio F 5 ED/h opt (-) as solved by expression (12). Results are shown as a function of np for scenarios where the dimensionless ratio of a 5 T/ED is equivalent to 1, 10, 100, and 1000 (-), gray lines. Recall that values of a typically range between 5 and 500, depending on the choice of ED, where the larger the a value, the larger the simulation period considered for a given ED. Also recall that as shown in section 5.2, typically risk analyses do not require more than np 5 10 4 (-) to achieve accurate results. Figure 10 shows that for a > 10 (-) and np < 10 4 (-) the ratio F is smaller than 1, a typical limit for F in practical situations since F > 1 may result in a severe underestimation of the optimal h associated with the average concentration. The results of F from the numerical simulations presented here, in 
Analysis of Optimal h Values Relative to Total BTC and Exposure Durations
Conclusions
In this study, how a breakthrough curve is represented and the effects on risk-driven analysis are analyzed. Particle tracking (PT) techniques, often considered favorable over Eulerian techniques due to their absence of numerical dispersion, are evaluated in terms of optimal breakthrough curve reconstruction as a function of the number of particles (np) used. While in reality the true solution can only be achieved as np approaches infinity, recent work has shown that given a relatively few number of particles, PT methods can yield reliably well-constructed breakthrough curves with the use of optimal kernel density estimators (KDEs), showing improvement in not only simulation time but also accuracy. This advancement shows promise in many fields such as human health risk analysis where breakthrough curves are often used. However, quantifying exposure relies on not simply breakthrough curves but those averaged over a given exposure duration (or the actual time an individual is in contact with the hazardous substance). We derive a new averaging method incorporating the optimal h from the KDE method (equation (10), referred to the ANA method) and compare the results with traditional PT breakthrough curves as a function of different exposure durations.
This study utilizes representative breakthrough curves of typical behavior in groundwater transport, simulated as a function of np (10 2 210 6 ) and averaged as a function of the exposure duration (1, 10, and 70 y). A number of metrics (both on averaged and unaveraged breakthrough curves) are used to quantify the error between different methods, including a comparison for accuracy with reference to a high resolution PT simulation of the same flow field, simulated with np 5 10 8 (i.e., considered the ''true'' solution).
For unaveraged breakthrough curves, traditional PT results are compared to a KDE method. Unaveraged PT breakthrough curves show a large bias in breakthrough concentration (as high as 2 orders of magnitude). 
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This bias appears especially large when compared to the optimal KDE results, which yield very similar breakthrough as the high resolution simulation, remarkably even when np is as low as 10 2 . The same holds for all representative breakthrough curves of varying shapes and complexities. For all representative cases, the global error of unaveraged KDE breakthrough curves with only np 5 10 2 has the same global error as PT breakthrough curves with np 5 10 4 210 5 .
This suggests that (1) for a fixed np a substantial reduction in bias would be achieved by using the optimal KDE for unaveraged breakthrough curve analysis and (2) several orders of magnitude less np are required to obtain the same error in global breakthrough curve shape.
For exposure duration averaged breakthrough curves necessary in risk analysis, traditional PT results are compared with the newly derived ANA method that incorporates a KDE (equation (10)). Averaged breakthrough curves utilizing the ANA method best fit the high-resolution simulation, especially for smaller exposure durations. Given a large np, the choice in breakthrough curve reconstruction becomes less sensitive; the point at which np is sufficiently large varies depending mainly on the duration of exposure, but typically holds for simulations with np 10 4 210 5 . Percent error in the peak of averaged breakthrough curves is especially of interest in a risk assessment framework. For all np ! 10 5 scenarios, ANA and PT percent error are approximately equivalent with zero error. For scenarios with np < 10 5 , the percent errors vary between the two scenarios, and in general vary more drastically when the exposure duration is small. For these scenarios, the ANA solution yields an almost identical match with the high-resolution simulations, even for low np, with remarkably nearly zero percent error. In contrast, the PT error can be substantial, as high as 90%. An exception exists for certain breakthrough curve shapes when multiple oscillations in the concentration are present during a short time frame.
We have presented and validated the use of different optimal KDEs in breakthrough curve reconstruction when curves are averaged and unaveraged as a function of both the exposure duration and np. In addition to the presentation of a new, low-error prone breakthrough curve averaging solution applicable in a risk assessment framework, we illustrate that obtaining a representative average exposure concentration is heavily reliant on an accurate representation of the breakthrough curve, and should be considered in environmental analysis, especially when data is scarce. Although these results are presented in a groundwater example, these results are applicable to signal processing of any media.
Appendix A
To obtain the representative BTCs, saturated aquifer flow is simulated using the parallel, three-dimensional groundwater model ParFlow [Ashby and Falgout, 1996; Jones and Woodward, 2001; Kollet and Maxwell, 2006] . Two constant head boundaries at x 5 0.0 (m) and x 51002 (m) drive a groundwater gradient, while all other boundaries are no-flow. The 3-D model is discretized into 334 3 167 3 330 (1.84 3 10 7 ) cells. A 10.0 (m) cubic source of np particles is instantaneously released, advected without the inclusion of local dispersion or diffusion, then tracked as a function of time at a down gradient plane perpendicular to the mean flow direction (at x 5750.0 m). All the values used in the simulations for the different parameters are displayed in Table A1 .
Heterogeneity of ln(K) is simulated using the turning bands algorithm [Tompson et al., 1989] which enforces a semivariogram function through rotation of 250 one-dimensional lines through space, and where each value in the random field is a weighted average of values contained within each band. An exponential model is used to define spatial correlation of 
